
A True God 1705 

Chapter 1705 Blessing earth essence 

Ye Chen was focused on the party at hand, he was constantly watching and listening to the 

conversations of the high-class Elves. 

The content of the high-class Elf's talk was about the selected 10 humans, they were all very enthusiastic 

about this matter. 

From the conversation that Ye Chen heard, the high-class Elves were talking about something like 

blessing earth essence. 

"Blessing earth essence?" Ye Chen tried to remember this name, what this high-class Elf was talking 

about. 

Ye Chen could not immediately know this, this was because the Elf's territory was different from that of 

humans, they had their own uniqueness that made Ye Chen unable to immediately know what the Elves 

were saying. 

"Blessing earth essence" might be some kind of profound crystal for the Elves" Chu Yuechan said to Ye 

Chen. 

Chu Yuechan also didn't know much about this matter, but from their conversation and enthusiasm, Chu 

Yuechan estimated that this thing must be valuable so that all the high-class Elves were interested. 

"I thought so too, but why do they need humans for that?" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan. 

What made Ye Chen feel strange was why they needed humans to do things, they should be able to do it 

themselves. 

The elves here have high cultivation, when compared to the selected 10 humans, with the strength and 

cultivation they possess, they should be able to do such a thing very easily. 

But why would they even need humans to help them, it was quite a strange thing for Ye Chen. 

"I might know the answer later." Ye Chen said that he would know the answer later. 

Ye Chen waited patiently, until now the main event still hadn't started. 

"This is boring." Ye Chen felt bored, he was bored when he was told to wait like this. 

It wasn't just Ye Chen who was bored, the 10 humans attending the party also looked very bored when 

asked to wait for a long time. 

"Queen has arrived, everyone please calm down and obey" a big announcement echoed in the room, 

this announcement announced that the ruler had arrived. 

Everyone immediately fell silent, they all fell silent and knelt to welcome the arrival of the Queen, even 

the humans present were also forced to do this. 

An enormous pressure enveloped the banquet hall, this pressure so strong that it made everyone not 

dare to look up. 



"there seems to be someone with immense strength." Ye Chen could feel an enormous power, it 

seemed that the Elf Queen had a cultivation base that was not kidding. 

"What kind of person is this?" Chu Yuechan was curious, she was quite curious about this matter. 

"I hope she becomes a beautiful woman" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan. 

"The probability is very high, the probability is probably around 99%." Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen, the 

probability was probably 99%. 

Look at all these Elves, they have above average appearances, of course their leader must be above 

average or maybe even higher. 

Ye Chen and Chu Yuechan tried to guess the identity of the Elf Queen. 

A few moments later, a woman with plain white clothes, long blonde hair and wearing a flower crown 

appeared, this woman has a hot body and is very sexy. 

"This woman, she has the appearance of a Goddess" With one glance, Ye Chen could confirm that this 

woman had the appearance of a goddess. 

Behind the women were five women and one man with above average appearances, it seemed that 

they were Elders, their strength could not be underestimated. 

Queen sat on a chair together with the Elders, she saw the 10 chosen humans. 

"Stand up" Queen ordered all humans to stand up. 

The 10 people immediately stood up, they looked at the Queen with a look of surprise, they saw the 

figure of a very beautiful woman, even in the God Realm a figure like this is something that is very 

difficult to see. 

"My name is Xing Shenyi, I am the ruler of this land." Queen introduced herself to the ten humans in 

front of her. 

"Respect to Queen Xing" all the humans pay their respects, they pay their respects to the most beautiful 

Elf in this land. 

Xing Shenyi nodded, she was very satisfied with the answers given by the 10 chosen humans. 

"I'll immediately explain your situation, you guys here will get a reward if you succeed in doing the task 

we gave you" Xing Shenyi said that they would get a big reward if they successfully completed the task. 

These 10 humans were excited, they looked excited when they heard Xing Shenyi's words. 

"My Elder will tell you what to do," Xing Shenyi said. 

After Xing Shenyi said this, a female Elder came forward, telling humans what to do. 

"I'll explain what you have to do, look at it well." Elder Elf took out something, she took out a shining 

yellow stone. 

The size of this stone is equal to that of a profound crystal. 



All the humans wondered about what was in the hands of the Elder Elf. 

"All of you must want to know what is in my hand, this is a blessing earth essence, every 1 blessing earth 

essence we will exchange for five Divine Rainbow Crystals". 

" What?" Everyone was shocked as they listened to what the Elder Elf said, they could hardly believe 

what the Elder Elf said. 

Divine Rainbow Crystals are something that is quite rare, in the God Realm itself the price of Divine 

Rainbow Crystals is very expensive. 

There weren't many people who could possess the Divine Rainbow Crystal, only high-ranking people had 

them, and it wasn't much. 

This made all the humans in this place excited, it wasn't strange that people who had been to Elven 

Village said that they got a lot of treasures and resources, apparently this was the reason. 

"Didn't we hear it wrong?" The 10 humans who were here asked again, they questioned whether what 

was said was true or not. 

"What you have heard is the truth, every single Divine Rainbow Crystal will be replaced with Divine 

Rainbow Crystal, the more you can get it, the better it is," the Elder Elf said to all the humans. 

Hearing the reassurance that Elder Elf said, all the humans were overjoyed, they couldn't wait to search 

for Blessing Earth Essence. 

"Wait a minute, why do you need us to look for that thing, isn't it with your strength, looking for 

something like that is not difficult" one of the humans with sufficient intelligence asked, he asked a 

reason that he thought didn't make sense. 

Elven Village didn't lack for strong cultivators, even the Elders in this place and the Queen had 

astonishing strength, so why would they need human help. 

"That's because the place where the blessing earth essence exists is in a place called the cursed island of 

the elves, there the strength of every elf will be greatly weakened" the elder elf said to all the humans. 

Elder Elf told that the blessing earth essence was in a place cursed for elves, all elves who entered there 

would experience a huge decrease in strength, so rarely elves dared to go there, only brave elves who 

were willing to die whenever they wanted to leave. there. 

The mortality rate of elves entering the Elf Curse Island is more than 85%, that's why the existence of a 

blessing earth essence is so rare, the price is even more expensive than a Divine Rainbow Crystal. 

blessing earth essence is a stone filled with natural energy, this is very good for elves because it is much 

better for cultivation, for elves blessing earth essence is hundreds of times better than Divine Rainbow 

Crystal, so it is not strange that all elves are willing to pay for the divine rainbow crystal to exchange for 

blessing earth essence 

Chapter 1706 meet Xing Shenyi and the Six Elder Elf 



All the humans in this place nodded, they all finally understood what had happened, it wasn't strange 

that the Elf needed humans, that was the reason. 

"Oh, so it's like that, it seems they want to use us as a mining tool for their needs." Ye Chen also finally 

enlightened, apparently this is the reason why they invited humans to their place, this is the reason. 

"Are there any questions?" the Elder Elf asked all the humans. 

all the humans looked at each other, they already knew what they had to do. 

"when are we going" everyone wanted to leave as soon as possible, they wanted to go to the cursed 

island of the elves as soon as possible. 

"You are too enthusiastic, you will leave in 2 days, we will prepare everything for you" Elder Elf said to all 

the humans, they just need to be patient a little more. 

Everyone nodded, they would be patient and wait a little longer. 

"Enjoy the time you have, you will be very well served" Xing Shenyi said telling all humans to enjoy this 

feast. 

After saying that Xing Shenyi left, she went with the elders and left this room. 

Everyone was disappointed when they saw this, but they wanted to see Xing Shenyi's beauty a little 

longer. 

After Xing Shenyi left, the high-class Elves began to crowd the humans, they invited these humans to 

have more relationships. 

From afar, Ye Chen knew their intentions and goals, he could tell that the high-class Elves wanted to get 

hold of the humans in front of them. 

"Nothing else, I think I'll be back" Since there was nothing else and Ye Chen had already got what he 

wanted, Ye Chen decided to go back. 

Ye Chen returned to the prison where he was being held, now Ye Chen only needed to wait for the 

higher-ups to make a decision. 

"Have you waited long?" Ye Chen said to Fan Fumi. 

"You're back." Fan Fumi looked happy when she saw Ye Chen. 

"I'm quite bored waiting in this place" Fan Fumi said that she was quite bored when she had to wait in 

this place. 

"I'm sorry for taking too long" Ye Chen apologized, he apologized for taking too long. 

"No problem, so how did it turn out?" Fan Fumi asked Ye Chen, she asked how did Ye Chen get. 

"I've got the answer" Ye Chen said to Fan Fumi, Ye Chen already got the answer to all the questions he 

had. 

Ye Chen told Fan Fumi what happened, he told Fan Fumi what he found. 



"So who's at fault, is it you or one of them?" from Ye Chen's story, Fan Fumi was confused as to who was 

really at fault here. 

"Honestly, I don't know about the matter either." Ye Chen said that he didn't know about the matter, he 

didn't know anything about the matter, maybe only Xing Shenyi could answer this question. 

"So what are we going to do next, are we going out or staying here?" asked Fan Fumi. 

"Let's stay here a little longer, I wonder what they will do." Ye Chen wanted to know what Xing Shenyi 

and the six Elder Elfs would do as well. 

"We are waiting again, this is very boring" Fan Fumi felt quite bored, she felt tired of waiting 

continuously. 

"It's okay, let's just wait." Ye Chen tried to persuade Fan Fumi, he persuaded Fan Fumi to be patient. 

Ye Chen and Fan Fumi had no choice but to chat, the only interesting chat was about Fan Fumi's past, he 

was quite curious about Fan Fumi's childhood. 

Fan Fumi told her childhood, she had a fun childhood, every day spent playing and having fun with Elf 

girls in the village. 

Ye Chen nodded, it seemed that he was starting to know what Fan Fumi's childhood was like. 

"You two, you are called." While Ye Chen and Fan Fumi were quite engrossed in their conversation, a 

female knight came and informed Ye Chen and Fan Fumi that they were summoned. 

Ye Chen and Fan Fumi were summoned, both were summoned by Xing Shenyi for interrogation. 

"Finally" Fan Fumi was quite happy, finally after a long wait, it was their turn. 

Ye Chen and Fan Fumi came out of the holding cell, the two of them were led away to the Elf council 

room. 

There were already Xing Shenyi and six elders here, they saw the arrival of Ye Chen and Fan Fumi. 

"I have brought them here" the female knight informed that she had brought Ye Chen and Fan Fumi. 

"You may go." After carrying Ye Chen, Xing Shenyi allowed the knight to leave. 

"Okay" the knight nodded, she immediately left this place. 

Xing Shenyi and all the elders looked at Ye Chen and Fan Fumi, they seemed to be bullying Ye Chen and 

Fan Fumi. 

Ye Chen was unaffected by the bullying from Xing Shenyi and the Elder, he looked relaxed in response to 

what was happening, on the other hand Fan Fumi didn't feel anything it was because Ye Chen protected 

herself from being affected by the bullying from Xing Shenyi and the six Elders. 

Fan Fumi lowered her head, from the start Fan Fumi seemed nervous when dealing with high-class 

Elves. 

Fan Fumi was only a fifth-grade Elf, naturally going head-to-head with a high-class Elf scared her. 



"Human, how did you get to this place?" one of the six elders asked Ye Chen, she asked about how Ye 

Chen got to this place. 

"Of course with this thing" Ye Chen said to the elder who had asked him a question. 

Ye Chen took out the compass, he took out the compass he got in battle. 

Xing Shenyi waved hers, she took the compass in Ye Chen's hand. 

"How, is it imitation?" Elder asked Xing Shenyi. 

"Hmm, this is real" After looking for a while, Xing Shenyi could confirm that it was real. 

"How can it be genuine, didn't we only open ten gates?" all the Elders were confused by this, even 

though they had only prepared ten entrances to Elven Village. 

"I also don't know about this matter, whether this is a thing from the past or not, it looks like it's old, it's 

probably an old compass that hasn't been found." Xing Shenyi said to the elder. 

"I see, then it's not his fault" After hearing what happened, all the elders made sure that Ye Chen didn't 

barge in by force. 

"Do we need to return him?" another Elder asked everyone in this place. 

"human, do you want to go back?" Xing Shenyi asked Ye Chen, she asked if Ye Chen wanted to come 

back. 

"Are you kidding me, I'm here to find something, there's no way I'll be back before I get what I want" Ye 

Chen said to everyone. 

Ye Chen would not return, he still had a goal to achieve, there was no way he would return before he 

got what he wanted. 

"What are you looking for?" Xing Shenyi asked Ye Chen, she wanted to know what Ye Chen was looking 

for. 

"I am looking for the Flower of Life Seven Color, if you have it I will pay a decent price" Ye Chen said to 

Xing Shenyi and the six elders. 

"Flower of Life Seven Color, it is of high value, are you sure you can pay for it?" said one of the Elders to 

Ye Chen. 

It was obvious that the Elder Elf looked down on Ye Chen, she did not take Ye Chen's words seriously. 

Chapter 1707 broken tree house 

"What attracts you?" Ye Chen asked Xing Shenyi as well as Elder Elf. 

"You are quite confident in your abilities" Xing Shenyi had to admit Ye Chen's courage, Ye Chen dared to 

make a big bid with them. 

"In that case, do you have blessing earth essence?" one of the elders said to Ye Chen. 

"Blessing earth essence, I don't think I have it," Ye Chen said to everyone in this place. 



"Then do you still want to do business with us?" Elder Elf said to Ye Chen. 

"I don't have blessing earth essence, that's why maybe I should look for it" Ye Chen said to the Elder Elf. 

Ye Chen didn't have blessing earth essence, so Ye Chen could only look for it. 

"With your current ability, are you sure you can do it?" The elder wasn't sure that Ye Chen could do it, 

Ye Chen looked much weaker than the other participants. 

"Why?, does it matter if I'm not as good as other humans?" Ye Chen asked Elder Elf. 

"It's no problem for us, it's a problem for you, you will lose if you go to that place" Elder said to Ye Chen. 

Elder didn't care about this matter, Ye Chen's life would be dangerous because he forced himself to go 

to a dangerous place. 

"I'm not afraid of such things" Ye Chen asked all the elders, Ye Chen wouldn't lose, he couldn't lose 

because of a trivial matter like this. 

"If you insist on seeking blessing earth essence, then go." Xing Shenyi said to Ye Chen, she allowed Ye 

Chen to leave. 

"Queen, what do you mean?" All the elders immediately said to Xing Shenyi, they all seemed to question 

Xing Shenyi's decision. 

"Since he insists, then he may come" Xing Shenyi said, seeing Ye Chen insisting like that, then Xing 

Shenyi let him come along. 

"But we only prepare for 10 people, 1 additional person is difficult to do, preparation takes time" Elder 

said to Xing Shenyi. 

"Just do it" Xing Shenyi said to Elder, she told Elder to do as she said. 

All the elders were silent, they were silent as they listened to the absolute orders issued by Xing Shenyi. 

Ye Chen was satisfied with the answer given by Queen, the answer given by Queen was very satisfying 

for Ye Chen. 

"knight" The elder called out to the knight outside the room. 

" what is it?" the knight asked the Elder. 

"Take him to an unused room" the Elder said to the knight in front of him. 

"Okay, I'll do it" the female knight immediately went to take Ye Chen, she led Ye Chen to an unused 

room. 

"Queen, why are you doing something like this, it will only waste our time, this person's strength is not 

that strong, he is the worst of all the selected participants" Elder said to Xing Shenyi. 

"It doesn't matter if he is worse than the other participants, but it seems that he is much smarter than 

the other participants, he is able to talk to us and make bargains" Xing Shenyi said to everyone. 

"Still, we don't have enough supplies for him," the Elder said to Xing Shenyi. 



"You guys work on this matter" Xing Shenyi said to Elder, she told Elder to try her best. 

"Okay, you will try it, but we can't promise that we can completely do it." Elder said that they weren't 

sure that they could do this completely. 

"No problem" Xing Shenyi said that if this was fine, they could do what they could. 

Xing Shenyi looked at Ye Chen, she felt a hint of danger from Ye Chen, Xing Shenyi's instincts and 

intuition were very strong, she naturally could sense that Ye Chen was quite a dangerous person. 

"I think I'll be keeping an eye on him secretly." Xing Shenyi had to keep an eye on Ye Chen, she felt that 

Ye Chen was quite dangerous. 

Xing Shenyi left the assembly hall, she went to her private place. 

Elders talked about Ye Chen, they discussed ways to treat Ye Chen. 

"What are we going to do, there is no time to do what the Queen tells us to do." Elder Elf started a 

discussion on this matter. 

"she always acts according to his will, if this is the case, then we can only equip that person with used 

tools that are still good, there is no time to make that person an object to mine blessing earth essence" 

To mine blessing earth essence, a special tool is needed which is quite expensive, this special tool is the 

only item that can be used to harvest blessing earth essence. 

And to make this tool is not fast, it takes decades to make this tool, so making it suddenly is absolutely 

impossible. 

"Alright, we've decided, we'll stay focused on the selected 10 people, meanwhile, we'll ignore this 

person." The Elder Elf had already decided, they would ignore Ye Chen and focus on the 10 participants 

who were much better than Ye Chen. 

They would just assume Ye Chen didn't exist, that way they wouldn't have to think too much about this 

matter. 

. 

. 

Ye Chen and Fan Fumi were taken to a place quite far from the palace, they were taken to a tree house 

that looked a little old. 

"This is where you live" the female knight said to Ye Chen and Fan Fumi, they will stay in this place until 

the time comes. 

After dropping off Ye Chen, the female knight left, she left and returned to her work. 

"This place looks bad" said Fan Fumi to Ye Chen, Fan Fumi saw that this tree house was very bad. 

"Don't say that, we won't know until we enter." Ye Chen thought positively, most likely it was only the 

outside that was bad, the inside might still be quite good and livable. 



"Then let's see" Fan Fumi was excited, she invited Ye Chen to come inside. 

Ye Chen and Fan Fumi went inside, when the two of them went inside, they found that it was very dusty 

inside, the floor was cracked, and some parts of the walls were hollow. 

"This is even worse than my house." Fan Fumi said dissatisfied, even her house is still much better than 

this place. 

Fan Fumi didn't expect that the high-class Elves would give them a place to live that was far worse than 

Happiness forest Village. 

"Erm, this place is quite bad" Ye Chen agreed with what Fan Fumi said, this place can be said to be bad, 

it seems that this place has not been taken care of for a long time. 

"Let's complain" said Fan Fumi to Ye Chen, seeing that the accommodation given was not proper, Fan 

Fumi wanted to complain. 

"There's no need to do such a thing" Ye Chen said that if there was no need to do something like that, it 

would only be a waste of the time they had. 

"Let's just clean this place." Ye Chen asked Fan Fumi to clean this place, maybe with a little cleaning, it 

can be used. 

After all they would only be staying for a few nights, so there was no need to exaggerate a small matter 

like this. 

Ye Chen and Fan Fumi started to clean everything, they used strength to clean this place. 

"Okay, done" after 30 long minutes, finally Ye Chen and Fan Fumi cleaned this place, this place is now 

clean and shiny. 

"This is still liveable, let's rest." Ye Chen invited Fan Fumi to rest, they had been adventuring in the wild 

for a long time, so there was no harm in resting in this place. 

Chapter 1708 A secret visit of the Elf Queen 

Ye Chen enjoyed the night with Fan Fumi, he really enjoyed a quiet beautiful night with Fan Fumi, even 

though this place wasn't great, at least it was quiet and gave Ye Chen and Fan Fumi a comfortable 

feeling. 

Xing Shenyi looked around, she sneaking out to watch Ye Chen. 

Xing Shenyi was curious about Ye Chen, she wanted to know what Ye Chen was up to. 

With Xing Shenyi's strength, she easily slipped into Ye Chen's place, it just so happened that Ye Chen's 

place was quite remote and far from guard. 

"So they live in a place like this." Xing Shenyi saw where Ye Chen and Fan Fumi lived, it seemed that they 

had gotten a place that wasn't very decent. 

Xing Shenyi saw what Fan Fumi and Ye Chen were doing, inside Xing Shenyi could see that both of them 

were in a good mood and sleeping very comfortably. 



"They seem very relaxed, even though this place isn't that great." Xing Shenyi had to admit that Ye Chen 

and Fan Fumi were very relaxed, they didn't even care when they got a place like this. 

If it was another human, they would definitely have a complaint against Elder for giving away a place like 

this. 

Xing Shenyi kept an eye on Ye Chen and Fan Fumi, no movement was made by Ye Chen and Fan Fumi. 

"He looks normal, he doesn't even detect my presence" Xing Shenyi didn't find anything, she didn't find 

anything interesting about Ye Chen, Ye Chen looked normal and didn't give off a dangerous feeling like 

before. 

Even this person was not aware of what was around her, she seemed to have no guard against 

outsiders. 

"Maybe I misunderstood what happened earlier." Xing Shenyi might have misjudged Ye Chen, it seemed 

that Ye Chen was completely normal and there was nothing strange about Ye Chen. 

"I'd better go back" Seeing that there was nothing strange about Ye Chen, Xing Shenyi decided to leave, 

she didn't want to waste her time in this place. 

Moments after Xing Shenyi left, Ye Chen opened his eyes, Ye Chen was just pretending from the start, he 

had already noticed Xing Shenyi's arrival. 

"It seems that the Elf Queen is a little suspicious of you" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen. 

Seeing Xing Shenyi coming to see Ye Chen, it was certain that Xing Shenyi was suspicious of Ye Chen. 

"Looks like he thinks of me as a dangerous person." Ye Chen could sense that Xing Shenyi thought of him 

as a dangerous person. 

"You are a dangerous person from the start, that woman's instincts are quite strong, she must have 

detected a wolf like you" Chu Yuechan said jokingly. 

"Her intuition is quite good, she is indeed worthy of such a high position." Ye Chen admitted that Xing 

Shenyi deserved such a position. 

"Luckily he didn't do anything bad, otherwise there would be two women beside you tonight" Chu 

Yuechan said to Ye Chen. 

"-_-" Ye Chen scratched his head, Chu Yuechan's mind was very open, she said everything very easily. 

"She's go, better rest first" Ye Chen decided to rest together with Fan Fumi, he was more interested in 

spending time with Fan Fumi. 

Fan Fumi looked tired, she was quite tired after a few adventures, Fan Fumi was already in a beautiful 

dreamland. 

. 

. 

The next day passed, Ye Chen and Fan Fumi got out of bed and walked out of the tree house. 



"Leaving time is still tomorrow, where do we spend our time around this place" Ye Chen took Fan Fumi 

to have some fun. 

"Come on, I want to go around this place" Fan Fumi said to Ye Chen. 

Fan Fumi wants to go around this place, here there should be a lot of things that Fan Fumi didn't find in 

Happiness Forest Village. 

The center of Elven Village is indeed very wide, this place is very vast, there are many things that are not 

found in the God Realm. 

This place is unspoiled with many tall and shady trees, as well as various kinds of chirping birds. 

There are various kinds of traders who are still very traditional, they sell various kinds of fruit and food 

in front of the house. 

Fan Fumi tried various things, she seemed happy to try new foods that she had never encountered. 

"This is delicious, do you want it?" Fan Fumi asked Ye Chen, Fan Fumi offered Ye Chen food. 

"Of course" Ye Chen accepted what Fan Fumi gave him, he accepted everything that Fan Fumi gave him. 

Ye Chen and Fan Fumi tried various kinds of food in all the shops, both of them spent the whole day 

tasting the food in this place. 

"This is great, this place has it all" Fan Fumi said to Ye Chen, Fan Fumi saw that this place had everything, 

the food in this place was the best. 

"Haven't you been here before?" Ye Chen asked Fan Fumi, Fan Fumi's reaction was that she had never 

tasted anything like this. 

"that . . ., I've been to the side a few times, but it's only in terms of trade in game, after that we went 

home without knowing what was in this place" Fan Fumi said to Ye Chen. 

"I see." Ye Chen understood, it seemed that Fan Fumi didn't have a chance to taste the food in this 

place, when she should be able to do that. 

"Look, it's a human. . ." some of the Elves often talked about Ye Chen, they looked at Ye Chen and Fan 

Fumi who were on a date. 

The existence of a human like Ye Chen would certainly be an extraordinary thing for the Elves, because 

not every time they could see humans. 

Surprisingly the surrounding Elf did not approach Ye Chen, they seemed to keep their distance from Ye 

Chen. 

"Looks like they're keeping their distance from us." Fan Fumi had felt something strange from the start, 

she saw that most of the Elves were keeping their distance from Ye Chen. 

"It's okay, maybe they are strangers to me" Ye Chen replied. 

"ahhh, look over there, there's a rather handsome man" Elf suddenly shouted, they shouted and greeted 

someone. 



"Who is it?" Seeing the commotion, Fan Fumi wanted to know what was going on. 

"Looks like it's the 10 chosen humans" Ye Chen said to Fan Fumi. 

Ye Chen was quite certain, he was certain that this must be one of the chosen 10 humans. 

"I want to see what they are like, are they the same as you or not?" Fan Fumi wanted to see them, she 

wanted to see what the humans who came were like, were they like Ye Chen. 

Fan Fumi joined the crowd, she saw a human-looking who was surrounded by dozens of beautiful Elves, 

these beautiful Elves had very good clothes, it could describe their status. 

"uhh. . ., he is not as good as I imagined." Fan Fumi looked at the human in front of her, she thought this 

human was not as good as Ye Chen. 

These humans might be good, but when compared to Ye Chen, they were nothing. 

"Little girl, what are you saying?" some Elves said to Fan Fumi, they asked what Fan Fumi said. 

The elves in this place don't understand what Fan Fumi is saying, they think Fan Fumi is making things 

up. 

To an Elf, humans were interesting creatures, to an Elf a human was even better than the most 

handsome Elf, so it wasn't surprising that humans were extremely popular. 

"I'm just telling the truth" Fan Fumi said to the Elf next door. 

Chapter 1709 [Bonus]how can I fight old women like them 

"Who is better than that handsome man," said Elf around Fan Fumi. 

"Of course, he is one of the people I like" Fan Fumi said to the surrounding Elf, Fan Fumi said to the Elf 

around her, she has Ye Chen who is much better than the people around. 

"Sigh, are you dreaming" the surrounding Elf said to Ye Chen, the surrounding Elf thought Fan Fumi was 

a braggart, they thought Fan Fumi was bragging in front of them. 

There's no way Fan Fumi can do it, look at Fan Fumi's clothes, she's a 5th class Elf, there's no way she 

can get close to humans. 

Maybe in appearance Fan Fumi was beautiful, but in status, it was clear that Fan Fumi couldn't compare 

to the high-class elves who had considerable influence in this land. 

"What do you want to say?" Fan Fumi said to the surrounding Elves, Fan Fumi seemed displeased with 

the treatment of the Elves around, she was clearly displeased with the way they treated her. 

They clearly looked down on Fan Fumi, they were jealous of Fan Fumi's beautiful appearance even 

though she was only a fifth class Elf. 

When Fan Fumi was arguing, suddenly a human approached Fan Fumi. 

"Hello beautiful Elf, do you want to come with me ?" this human came to Fan Fumi, he invited Fan Fumi 

to come with him. 



Although Fan Fumi's appearance is simple, Fan Fumi is still a beautiful woman, plus Fan Fumi has 

recently become more beautiful and full of charm. 

"I don't want to, I already have someone" Fan Fumi firmly refused the invitation from the human in 

front of her. 

"huh?" All the fifth class Elves in this place were shocked by the answer given by Fan Fumi, the answer 

given by Fan Fumi was quite a shock to all of them. 

"Did I hear right?, she refused the Human's offer." All the Elves couldn't believe what they had just 

heard from Fan Fumi. 

"Elf girl, how can you refuse this young master's invitation, are you out of your mind?" The high-class elf 

said to Fan Fumi. 

"Of course I'm sane, don't you guys see for yourself" Fan Fumi said to the high-class Elf. 

"She's beautiful, but her brain might be a little damaged." The high-class elves said to Fan Fumi, they 

thought Fan Fumi's mind had started to break down. 

Fan Fumi was not happy about this, how the Elf in this place said that to Fan Fumi, obviously they were 

trying to find trouble with Fan Fumi. 

"You guys, are you guys making fun of someone's woman" Ye Chen appeared, he said to the high-class 

Elf who was making fun of Fan Fumi. 

Ye Chen couldn't possibly stay with him when he saw this happen, he couldn't just stay silent, when he 

saw something like this. 

How could Ye Chen allow a high-class Elf to tease Fan Fumi, he would not allow this matter. 

The high-class elf looked at Ye Chen, Ye Chen was wearing a disguise, so his appearance could be said to 

be below average. 

"Oh, so this is what you mean?, his appearance is below average, and he doesn't look good." The high-

class elves looked at Ye Chen with a condescending look, to them Ye Chen was far below the standard. 

"You guys, how dare you say that." Fan Fumi wasn't happy, she wasn't happy when someone made fun 

of Ye Chen. 

"Fumi, calm down" Ye Chen told Fan Fumi to calm down, don't use violence against top class Elves like 

them. 

In order to fight a high-class Elf, Ye Chen does not need strength, there is no point in using strength to 

fight a high-class Elf. 

"But they insulted you, why don't you fight back?" Fan Fumi said to Ye Chen. 

Fan Fumi questioned Ye Chen, why did Ye Chen not put up a fight. 

"I'm not a bad man, how can I fight old women like them" Ye Chen answered Fan Fumi's question, Ye 

Chen told that he would not fight old women like them. 



"Did you say" The high-class elves didn't accept when they listened to what Ye Chen said, it was obvious 

that they didn't like what Ye Chen said. 

Even though they weren't as young as they used to be, they were still beautiful, their appearance not 

inferior to that of young women. 

Elves have a very long life cycle, their lifespan is much larger than normal humans, plus if they are willing 

to cultivate, then their lifespan will be very long. 

"Why are you angry, if my words are not true then you don't need to be angry" Ye Chen said to the high-

class Elf. 

Ye Chen's words were very simple, even though they were very simple, Ye Chen's words could instantly 

make a high-class Elf speechless. 

The high-class Elves' faces turned black as they listened to what Ye Chen said, obviously they were angry 

with Ye Chen's words. 

Fan Fumi smiled triumphantly, Ye Chen is indeed great, he can silence all the high-class Elves with just a 

few sentences. 

"Feel it" Fan Fumi was overjoyed, she was very happy that Ye Chen had avenged what these women had 

done. 

" who are you?" man asked Ye Chen he asked who Ye Chen really was. 

"I am Ye Chen" Ye Chen said to the person in front of him, telling his name to the man in front of him. 

"I am Teng Domi" Teng Domi said to Ye Chen, he told Ye Chen his name. 

"Can you lend me the Elf?" Teng Domi said to Ye Chen, he wanted to borrow Fan Fumi. 

"Hahaha" Ye Chen laughed as he listened to what Teng Domi, he asked something very ridiculous. 

"What's wrong, do you dare refuse my request?" Teng Domi said to Ye Chen. 

Teng Domi looks like a domineering young master, he is full of domination and emits quite a strong 

intimidation to the opponent, plus he has pose and attitude, this makes Teng Domi popular among the 

Elves. 

Teng Domi's cultivation wasn't low either, he was at the 6th level of the Divine Monarch Realm. In the 

God Realm this level could be said to be quite high. 

"Of course, who would be a fool to accept such a ridiculous request" Ye said Chen to Teng Domi. 

Ye Chen felt that Teng Domi was ridiculous, it seemed that he had met the silly young master again. 

"How dare you reject me, it seems you are asking for trouble with me" Teng Domi started to show his 

strength, he started to show his strength as a young master of the Teng family. 

"Oh, so you want to fight, does this little boy want to fight with me?" Ye Chen thought that Teng Domi 

was a child, his strength was not a threat to Ye Chen, 



Ye Chen and Teng Domi looked at each other, both of them looked at each other. each other with a look 

of hostility. 

"Stop, fighting between humans is prohibited." The high-class elves stopped Teng Domi immediately, 

they didn't want Teng Domi to suffer punishment for fighting Ye Chen. 

"You're lucky enough, if there weren't any rules you might have been battered" Teng Domi said to Ye 

Chen. 

Ye Chen shrugged his shoulders, those words should be his. 

If only Teng Domi had attacked, Ye Chen would have had a reason to fight. 

Teng Domi left, he left this place and went with the high-class Elf. 

"Just watch out for you" The high-class elves will remember Ye Chen, they will remember what Ye Chen 

did. 

Chapter 1710 Xing Shenyi peeked at Ye Chen and Fan Fumi 

"I will remember you guys" Ye Chen said to the high-class Elf around Teng Domi. 

Teng Domi and the high-class Elf left this place, they seemed to be looking for a more decent place to 

live to have fun. 

"They are really annoying" Fan Fumi feels that the high-class Elf and Teng Domi are very annoying. 

"Want to continue or go tree House?" Ye Chen asked Fan Fumi, he wanted to know if Fan Fumi wanted 

to continue their date or they went home. 

"Let's continue" Fan Fumi said to Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen continued to have fun until night fell, after nightfall, Ye Chen and Fan Fumi finally returned to 

their place. 

"That was so much fun." Fan Fumi was very happy, she was happy to have fun like that. 

Ye Chen lay down, he thought about what to do next. 

Ye Chen's goal is to seek blessing earth essence, after obtaining blessing earth essence, then Ye Chen 

can do whatever he wants. 

Ye Chen could even use blessing earth essence to make all the elves in this place want to look for the 

Seven Color Flower of Life. 

"Ye Chen, what are you thinking?" Seeing Ye Chen close his eyes, Fan Fumi asked Ye Chen. 

"I was thinking about Flower of Life Seven Color" Ye Chen said to Fan Fumi. 

"You don't have to worry, we can definitely get it" Fan Fumi said to Ye Chen, Fan Fumi was very 

confident that they could get the Flower of Life Seven Color. 

"We can definitely get it, before getting it, I will not leave this place" Ye Chen will definitely get the 

Flower of Life Seven Color, he will not leave before getting the Flower of Life Seven Color. 



"I will definitely help you" said Fan Fumi, Fan Fumi will definitely try her best to help Ye Chen, she will do 

her best to help Ye Chen get the Flower of Life Seven Color. 

"Thank you very much" Ye Chen said to Fan Fumi, Fan Fumi's words were quite comforting, it seemed 

that Fan Fumi was trying to comfort Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen, do you want it?" Fan Fumi asked Ye Chen, she wanted to have a relationship with Ye Chen 

again. 

"Of course" Ye Chen answered Fan Fumi's wish, he hugged Fan Fumi who was in front of him and started 

giving mature kisses. 

Ye Chen and Fan Fumi started doing sports in the evening, both of them enjoying the night together. 

. 

. 

Meanwhile in the most beautiful place in the palace, this is also the residence of Xing Shenyi who is the 

Elf Queen. 

Xing Shenyi looked up and down, he looked confused and thought of something. 

As a ruler, of course Xing Shenyi had many thoughts, she had many thoughts in her head. 

It is not easy being a ruler, there are many problems to be solved as a ruler. 

Right now Xing Shenyi was thinking about Ye Chen's matter, she felt that Ye Chen was very strange and 

mysterious. 

Xing Shenyi tried several times to get rid of this matter, she tried her best several times to forget about 

the matter about Ye Chen, only she couldn't do that, she seemed to have been enchanted by a special 

magic so she couldn't forget this matter. 

The curiosity of Ye Chen had made Xing Shenyi keep thinking calmly about the threat that Ye Chen could 

pose, she could see a pretty serious threat from Ye Chen. 

"Looks like I have to see it again" Xing Shenyi couldn't go on like this, she was going to see what Ye Chen 

did. 

Surveillance still needs to be continued, Xing Shenyi really cares a lot about Ye Chen. 

Xing Shenyi returned to where Ye Chen was, he watched Ye Chen from afar and saw what Ye Chen was 

doing. 

When Xing Shenyi arrived at Ye Chen's place, she was shocked by what Ye Chen and Fan Fumi were 

doing. 

"The two of them" Xing Shenyi saw Ye Chen and Fan Fumi who were in a relationship, both of them 

were very close to each other. 

Ye Chen and Fan Fumi were kissing, the two were kissing and rubbing against each other. 



"Ye Chen" Fan Fumi was filled with love, she started kissing Ye Chen with strong love, Fan Fumi was able 

to express herself, she had expressed herself very well. 

"Your abilities are only getting better" Ye Chen said to Fan Fumi, Ye Chen saw that Fan Fumi's abilities 

were getting better, she had very good abilities. 

"Isn't this because of you, you have the best ability" Fan Fumi said to Ye Chen. 

Fan Fumi said to Ye Chen, Ye Chen and Fan Yima were the ones who had taught them to do this. 

"Do the best you can do" Ye Chen said to Fan Fumi, himself said to Fan Fumi, he told Fan Fumi to do her 

best. 

"I will" Fan Fumi will try her best, she will serve Ye Chen as best she can. 

Fan Fumi really likes Ye Chen, she will do whatever she wants to make Ye Chen happy and happy. 

Fan Fumi stretched her hand down, she let go of Ye Chen's younger brother who was below. 

Ye Chen's younger brother who was downstairs was already quite excited, Ye Chen's younger brother 

was extremely excited. 

"It's big as usual" Fan Fumi said to Ye Chen, Ye Chen has something really amazing. 

Ye Chen smiled at Fan Fumi, he smiled while listening to what Fan Fumi had to say. 

"Let's use that you little mouth" Ye Chen said to Fan Fumi, Ye Chen told Fan Fumi to use her small 

mouth. 

"Okay, I'll do it" Fan Fumi agreed to Ye Chen's request, she agreed to a request that asked for such a 

request. 

Fan Fumi opened her mouth and began to serve the large object in her hand with all her heart. 

"What ! ! ! ?, isn't that very huge." Xing Shenyi was shocked when she saw the scene in front of her, Xing 

Shenyi's expression was like seeing a monster. 

Xing Shenyi didn't know that a human could possess something as big as Ye Chen, honestly what she 

saw was beyond her imagination. 

Xing Shenyi's eyes didn't leave Ye Chen's big thing, she couldn't take her eyes off of Ye Chen's 

extraordinarily big thing. 

Ye Chen had a very large amount of capital, Ye Chen's capital was so large that it surprised the Elf Queen 

with quite a lot of knowledge and experience. 

Xing Shenyi saw how passionate Fan Fumi was while serving Ye Chen, she saw how Fan Fumi was quite 

lustful when serving Ye Chen's big thing. 

Seeing what Fan Fumi was doing made Xing Shenyi excited too, she felt excited when she saw what Ye 

Chen and Fan Fumi were doing. 

"No, my body" Xing Shenyi couldn't stand it, seeing this kind of thing made her excited too. 



Xing Shenyi didn't really like seeing things like this, she would usually just shy away from this kind of 

trouble and just walk away without caring about it. 

But this time was different, for some reason he couldn't go, her legs didn't want to go and she was 

forced to see the scene that Ye Chen and Fan Fumi were doing. 

Ye Chen noticed Xing Shenyi's arrival, he didn't expect that Xing Shenyi would come in this kind of 

situation. 

" let her see" Ye Chen didn't hide anything from Xing Shenyi, Ye Chen was sure that Xing Shenyi didn't 

mind this kind of thing. 

Judging from the behavior of the high-class Elves who teased the humans who came, it was most likely 

that the upper-class Elves wanted to establish a relationship with the humans here, which meant that 

Xing Shenyi also knew about this matter. 

 


